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RAWLINGS TRADemarks

- 5-Tool Training™
- Advanced Impact Management System™
- AMS®, All-American Series®
- Arc Reaction Core™
- Arsenal®, Basket Connector Web™
- The Ball Series®, C-Lok™
- Cables®, Champion Series®
- Comebacker®, Camp Lite®, Consistent Composite Compaction®, Core Bond®, Custom Player Technology®, Dual Core®, Dual Wing®, Dura-Plus®, Dynamic F6 System®,
- Platinum Glove Award®, Player Preferred®, Players Series®, Poly K®, p20°,
- p50°, Performance Fit®, Pro Comp®, Pro Lite Series®, Pro Tape®, Precision Optimized Performance®, Pro-90 Plus®, Pro-W® Web, Pro-I Web, Pro Mesh®,
- Premium Pro®, Quickster®, Quick Connect®, Quick Fit System®, Raptop®,
- Rawlings Gold Glove Award Play of the Day®, Rawlings Performance Rating®,
- Rawlings Platinum Glove Award®, RCS®, Reduced Injury Factor®, Reenforcer Series®, REVO Solid Core®, REVO Solid Core Technology®, Rhino®, RIF®, RPM®,
- RB Series®, Rush Gold®, Rush Lite®, RSG®, S100®, Sandlot Series®, Savage®,
- Slant Out®, Solid Core®, Solid Core Technology®, Speed Trap®, STH®, Strobe®,
- Storm®, Super Dot®, Superstitch®, Sure Catch®, Sure Lock®, Tector®,
- The Gold Glove Co.®, The Gold Glove Company®, Titan®, Tra®, Triple Play Series®,
- Trident®, Traper®, ViperAx®, Velo Tip®, XV®, V-Lazer Shock®.
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RAWLINGS REGISTERED TRADEMARKS

- 5050®, Admiral™, Bucket Handle®, Bucket Mesh®, Big Stick®, COOLFLO®, CPT®,
- Deep Well®, Double Co-Thu®, Dream Seam®, Fast®, Gold Glove®, Gold Glove Award®,
- Heart of the Hide®, Liberty®, Low Rider®, Mach®, Maple X®, Mark of a Pro®,
- National Play Catch Month®, National Play Catch with your Kids Month®,
- Nemesis®, Neo Flex®, Perma Print®, Plasma®, Plated®, Plated Plus®,
- Platinum Glove Award®, Player Preferred®, Players Series®, Poly K®, p20°,
- p50°, Performance Fit®, Pro Comp®, Pro Lite Series®, Pro Tape®, Precision Optimized Performance®, Pro-90 Plus®, Pro-W® Web, Pro-I Web, Pro Mesh®,
- Premium Pro®, Quickster®, Quick Connect®, Quick Fit System®, Raptop®,
- Rawlings Gold Glove Award Play of the Day®, Rawlings Performance Rating®,
- Rawlings Platinum Glove Award®, RCS®, Reduced Injury Factor®, Reenforcer Series®, REVO Solid Core®, REVO Solid Core Technology®, Rhino®, RIF®, RPM®,
- RB Series®, Rush Gold®, Rush Lite®, RSG®, S100®, Sandlot Series®, Savage®,
- Slant Out®, Solid Core®, Solid Core Technology®, Speed Trap®, STH®, Strobe®,
- Storm®, Super Dot®, Superstitch®, Sure Catch®, Sure Lock®, Tector®,
- The Gold Glove Co.®, The Gold Glove Company®, Titan®, Tra®, Triple Play Series®,
- Trident®, Traper®, ViperAx®, Velo Tip®, XV®, V-Lazer Shock®.

THE OFFICIAL GAME BALL OF MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL®
THE OFFICIAL BATTING HELMET AND FACE GUARD OF MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL®
FLASHY LIGHTS- BRJ
MOQ 600

SUPERSTRUCTURE- JL
MOQ 600

LETTERPRESS- MG
MOQ 600

SKULL BALL- CG
MOQ 600
BARELY THERE-BRJ
MOQ 600

COOPERSTOWN VINTAGE-CG
MOQ 600

G.O.A.T.-MG
MOQ 600

NARRATIVE BALL-JL
MOQ 600
FACE OF THE FRANCHISE-CG
MOQ 600

ACTION VERB-CG
MOQ 600

TEAM MVP-CG
MOQ 300

FACE OF THE FRANCHISE-CG

MOQ 600

TEAM MVP-CG
MOQ 300

JERSEY NUMBER-JL
MOQ:
Big boy - 304
3" or 4" - 360
**MINI BASEBALLS**

- **TEAM COLOR-CG**
  - MOQ: 600
- **TEAM LOGO-CG**
  - MOQ: 600
- **FLASHY LIGHTS-BRJ**
  - MOQ: 300
- **RETRO-JL**
  - MOQ: 600
- **BEACH VACATION-JL**
  - MOQ: 300
- **THINK PINK-BRJ**
  - MOQ: 600
- **METALLIC LOGO-MG**
  - MOQ: 600
- **G.O.A.T-MG**
  - MOQ: 300

Bat and ball sets available in full size or mini size - Case pack: 12
FUNK FACTOR-MG
MOQ 300

GAME SEVEN-JL
MOQ 300

UNBALANCED-CG
MOQ 300

PATCHWORK-MG
MOQ 300

EXCITING TIMES-BRJ
MOQ 300

CHOMPING AT THE BIT-JL
MOQ 300

Bat and ball sets available in full size or mini size - Case pack:12
PAINT BALL-CG
MOQ 300

SPOTS N DOTS-CG
MOQ 300

IN REVERSE-BRJ
MOQ 300

PATCHWORK-MG
MOQ-
Big boy - 304
3” or 4” - 360

CHOMPING AT THE BIT-JL
MOQ-
Big boy - 304
3” or 4” - 360

BASE AREA-BRJ
MOQ-
Big boy - 304
3” or 4” - 360

Softee balls available in Big Boy (8”), 4” or 3” sizes
Softee balls available in Big Boy (8"), 4" or 3" sizes

**TIMELINE-JL**
- MOQ: Big Boy - 304
- 3" or 4" - 360

**BACKYARD BALL-CG**
- MOQ: Big Boy - 304
- 3" or 4" - 360

**REPLICA-JL**
- MOQ: Big Boy - 304
- 3" or 4" - 360

**IN REVERSE-BRJ**
- MOQ 300

**BEACH VACATION-JL**
- MOQ 300

**JUICED-CG**
- MOQ 300
STOCK SOFTEE MASCOT
STYLE #0377
- Playable kid friendly 7” softee
- Available in 27 teams shown below
- Packaged with peggable hang tag
- Case Pack: 24
- MOQ: 300

REPLICA HELMETS - CUSTOM
MOQ 600
- Polybag or clamshell packaging available
REPLICA-JL  
MOQ 300

AMAZING WONDERS-BRJ  
MOQ 300

AVAILABE IN 5", 7" OR 8.5"

PRINTED AND PACKAGED IN WASHINGTON, MO USA
DOMESTIC PAD PRINT / HOT MARKET

Custom capabilities for MLB, MLBPA, NBHOF and Rawlings

Minimum order quantity: 120 or 300 (with hi res image)

Product can ship within 2-4 weeks after customer and league approval

Please call your sales rep for more details

STEP ONE
SELECT RAW MATERIAL
(SEE PG. 35 FOR ALL AVAILABLE RAW MATERIALS)

STEP TWO
PROVIDE YOUR OWN ART OR LET OUR DESIGN TEAM BUILD IT FOR YOU

STEP THREE
SELECT PRINT LOCATIONS

- BLUE OUTLINE INDICATES PRINTABLE AREAS -

PAD PRINTED BASEBALLS - RAW MATERIALS

BB-WHITE/RED STITCH 40004251065
BB-WHITE/BLACK STITCH 40004251063
BB-WHITE/289 STITCH 40004251061
BB-LEATHER WHITE/RED STITCH 40004251033

BB-BLACK-WHITE/WHITE STITCH 40004251026
BB-PINK CMO1-WHITE STITCH 40004251053
BB-187/WHITE STITCH 40004251001
BB-BLACK/WHT STITCH 40004251024

RM BB-294/WHITE STITCH 40004251010
BB-GREEN/WHITE STITCH 40004040033
BB-187 RED-WHITE/WHITE STITCH 40004251002
BB-289 WHITE/WHITE STITCH 40004251008

BB-PVC K65-110 SILVER 40004251056
BB-PVC GOLD CARBON FIBER 40004251038

Printed in USA
ROMLB-R
- The official on-field baseball of Major League Baseball® set inside a UV-protected, crystal styrene display case
- Made to the exact specifications of Major League Baseball®
- Rawlings display case with PDQ

TEAM LOGO BASEBALL
STYLE #0124
- Featuring the Rawlings® logo on the back and commissioner signature on top panel
- Packaged in clamshell with peggable header card
- Case Pack: Polybag-120 Clamshell-12

OFFICIAL GAME BALL OF MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

COLLECTIBLE BASEBALLS
STADIUM BASEBALL
STYLE #0586
- Featuring hi-gloss stadium image and embossed team logos
- Features stadium established date on front panel
- Packaged in UV-Protected baseball display case in 12 count retail ready display PDQ
- Case Pack: 12

MLB® ROSTER BASEBALL
STYLE #0315
- Unique collectible baseball featuring team logo and year
- 18 replica signatures from team roster
- Packaged in clamshell with peggable header card
- Printed domestically
- Case Pack: 120

NATIONAL BASEBALL HALL OF FAME® PLAYER BASEBALL
STYLE #0589
- Hand stitched collectible MLB® Hall of Fame® player baseball
- Features player HOF plaque, jersey #, signature and team logo’s
- Packaged in clamshell with peggable header card
- Printed domestically
- Case Pack: 120

PLAYERS AVAILABLE NOW:
- Ozzie Smith
- Reggie Jackson
- Mike Piazza
- George Brett
- Lou Brock
- Jim Sauer
- Gary Carter
- Joe Morgan
- Robin Yount
- Tony Gwynn
- Nolan Ryan
- Johnny Bench
- Ryne Sandberg
- Brooks Robinson
- Rod Carew
- Cal Ripken Jr.
- Ken Griffey Jr.
- Wade Boggs
- Paul Molitor
- Frank Thomas
- Tony Gwynn
PLAYER UNIFORM
STYLE #3558
• Unique collectible baseball featuring player uniform and number
• Packaged in clamshell with peggable header card
• Printed domestically
• MOQ: 120 units
• Case Pack: 120

PLAYER PROFILE BASEBALL
STYLE #3520
• Collectible baseball featuring player image
• Features player #, name & team logo
• Packaged in a clamshell with peggable header card
• MOQ: 120 units
• Case Pack: 120

MLBPA® 9” PLAYER GLOVE
STYLE #2222
• Vinyl material for an easy close and sure catch control
• Youth Size
• 9” Pattern
• Conventional back
• Basket-Web® webbing
• Case Pack: 6
• MOQ: 300 units
• Available in Rawlings contracted players ONLY

PLAYERS AVAILABLE NOW:
• Mike Trout
• Yadier Molina
• Matt Carpenter
• Kris Bryant
• Anthony Rizzo
• Corey Seager
• Cody Bellinger
• Francisco Lindor
• Bryce Harper
• Manny Machado
• Xander Bogaerts
• Nolan Arenado
• Giancarlo Stanton
• Gary Sanchez
• Aaron Judge

THE MARK OF A PRO
PLAYER GLOVE
COLLECTIBLE PLAYER BASEBALLS
SOFT CORE USA BASEBALL
STYLE #3005
- Team logos with US flag theme
- Soft-core baseball in 12 count PDQ
- Playable T-Ball Spec
- Sponge Rubber Core
- Synthetic Cover
- Official Size & Weight
- Case Pack: 24

NEON SPONGE RUBBER BASEBALL
STYLE #3001
- Playable T-Ball Spec
- Sponge Rubber Core
- Synthetic Cover
- Official Size & Weight
- 12 count PDQ
- Case Pack: 24

BIG FLY RUBBER BOUNCE BALL
STYLE #0287
- Playable rubber bounce ball
- Featuring team logo
- Packaged in 16 count loadable retail ready PDQ
- Case Pack: 32 (2 16 piece PDQ’s)

FOAM BAT AND BALL SET
STYLE #0186
- Playable foam CONSTRUCTION
- Features large screen printed team logos and colors
- 26” Bat and 3” Baseball
- Packaged in a clamshell
- Case Pack: 12
**MINI SLUGGER**  
STYLE #0116  
- Softee Bat and ball set  
- Lightweight 13” bat and 2” ball  
- Soft feel for a kid friendly design  
- Features team logo colors  
- Packaged in Clamshell with peggable header card  
- Case Pack: 4

**BIG BOY SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0179  
- Design themed to Official MLB® baseball with team logo  
- Great for all ages  
- Bigger is better, 8” diameter  
- Screen printed, polyester filled  
- Packaged in an 8 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 8

**GRAND SLAM SOFTEE BAT AND BALL SET**  
STYLE #0738  
- Softee Wood Grain bat  
- Gives authentic look and design  
- Screen printed, polyester filled bat  
- 21” Bat and 3” Baseball  
- Packaged in a clamshell  
- Case Pack: 12

**QUICK TOSS 4” SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0132  
- Design featuring team logos and mascots where applicable  
- Packaged in a 12 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 24

**MINI SLUGGER**  
STYLE #0116  
- Softee Bat and ball set  
- Lightweight 13” bat and 2” ball  
- Soft feel for a kid friendly design  
- Features team logo colors  
- Packaged in Clamshell with peggable header card  
- Case Pack: 4

**BIG BOY SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0179  
- Design themed to Official MLB® baseball with team logo  
- Great for all ages  
- Bigger is better, 8” diameter  
- Screen printed, polyester filled  
- Packaged in an 8 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 8

**GRAND SLAM SOFTEE BAT AND BALL SET**  
STYLE #0738  
- Softee Wood Grain bat  
- Gives authentic look and design  
- Screen printed, polyester filled bat  
- 21” Bat and 3” Baseball  
- Packaged in a clamshell  
- Case Pack: 12

**QUICK TOSS 4” SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0132  
- Design featuring team logos and mascots where applicable  
- Packaged in a 12 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 24

**MINI SLUGGER**  
STYLE #0116  
- Softee Bat and ball set  
- Lightweight 13” bat and 2” ball  
- Soft feel for a kid friendly design  
- Features team logo colors  
- Packaged in Clamshell with peggable header card  
- Case Pack: 4

**BIG BOY SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0179  
- Design themed to Official MLB® baseball with team logo  
- Great for all ages  
- Bigger is better, 8” diameter  
- Screen printed, polyester filled  
- Packaged in an 8 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 8

**GRAND SLAM SOFTEE BAT AND BALL SET**  
STYLE #0738  
- Softee Wood Grain bat  
- Gives authentic look and design  
- Screen printed, polyester filled bat  
- 21” Bat and 3” Baseball  
- Packaged in a clamshell  
- Case Pack: 12

**QUICK TOSS 4” SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0132  
- Design featuring team logos and mascots where applicable  
- Packaged in a 12 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 24

**MINI SLUGGER**  
STYLE #0116  
- Softee Bat and ball set  
- Lightweight 13” bat and 2” ball  
- Soft feel for a kid friendly design  
- Features team logo colors  
- Packaged in Clamshell with peggable header card  
- Case Pack: 4

**BIG BOY SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0179  
- Design themed to Official MLB® baseball with team logo  
- Great for all ages  
- Bigger is better, 8” diameter  
- Screen printed, polyester filled  
- Packaged in an 8 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 8

**GRAND SLAM SOFTEE BAT AND BALL SET**  
STYLE #0738  
- Softee Wood Grain bat  
- Gives authentic look and design  
- Screen printed, polyester filled bat  
- 21” Bat and 3” Baseball  
- Packaged in a clamshell  
- Case Pack: 12

**QUICK TOSS 4” SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0132  
- Design featuring team logos and mascots where applicable  
- Packaged in a 12 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 24

**MINI SLUGGER**  
STYLE #0116  
- Softee Bat and ball set  
- Lightweight 13” bat and 2” ball  
- Soft feel for a kid friendly design  
- Features team logo colors  
- Packaged in Clamshell with peggable header card  
- Case Pack: 4

**BIG BOY SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0179  
- Design themed to Official MLB® baseball with team logo  
- Great for all ages  
- Bigger is better, 8” diameter  
- Screen printed, polyester filled  
- Packaged in an 8 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 8

**GRAND SLAM SOFTEE BAT AND BALL SET**  
STYLE #0738  
- Softee Wood Grain bat  
- Gives authentic look and design  
- Screen printed, polyester filled bat  
- 21” Bat and 3” Baseball  
- Packaged in a clamshell  
- Case Pack: 12

**QUICK TOSS 4” SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0132  
- Design featuring team logos and mascots where applicable  
- Packaged in a 12 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 24

**MINI SLUGGER**  
STYLE #0116  
- Softee Bat and ball set  
- Lightweight 13” bat and 2” ball  
- Soft feel for a kid friendly design  
- Features team logo colors  
- Packaged in Clamshell with peggable header card  
- Case Pack: 4

**BIG BOY SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0179  
- Design themed to Official MLB® baseball with team logo  
- Great for all ages  
- Bigger is better, 8” diameter  
- Screen printed, polyester filled  
- Packaged in an 8 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 8

**GRAND SLAM SOFTEE BAT AND BALL SET**  
STYLE #0738  
- Softee Wood Grain bat  
- Gives authentic look and design  
- Screen printed, polyester filled bat  
- 21” Bat and 3” Baseball  
- Packaged in a clamshell  
- Case Pack: 12

**QUICK TOSS 4” SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0132  
- Design featuring team logos and mascots where applicable  
- Packaged in a 12 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 24

**MINI SLUGGER**  
STYLE #0116  
- Softee Bat and ball set  
- Lightweight 13” bat and 2” ball  
- Soft feel for a kid friendly design  
- Features team logo colors  
- Packaged in Clamshell with peggable header card  
- Case Pack: 4

**BIG BOY SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0179  
- Design themed to Official MLB® baseball with team logo  
- Great for all ages  
- Bigger is better, 8” diameter  
- Screen printed, polyester filled  
- Packaged in an 8 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 8

**GRAND SLAM SOFTEE BAT AND BALL SET**  
STYLE #0738  
- Softee Wood Grain bat  
- Gives authentic look and design  
- Screen printed, polyester filled bat  
- 21” Bat and 3” Baseball  
- Packaged in a clamshell  
- Case Pack: 12

**QUICK TOSS 4” SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0132  
- Design featuring team logos and mascots where applicable  
- Packaged in a 12 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 24

**MINI SLUGGER**  
STYLE #0116  
- Softee Bat and ball set  
- Lightweight 13” bat and 2” ball  
- Soft feel for a kid friendly design  
- Features team logo colors  
- Packaged in Clamshell with peggable header card  
- Case Pack: 4

**BIG BOY SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0179  
- Design themed to Official MLB® baseball with team logo  
- Great for all ages  
- Bigger is better, 8” diameter  
- Screen printed, polyester filled  
- Packaged in an 8 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 8

**GRAND SLAM SOFTEE BAT AND BALL SET**  
STYLE #0738  
- Softee Wood Grain bat  
- Gives authentic look and design  
- Screen printed, polyester filled bat  
- 21” Bat and 3” Baseball  
- Packaged in a clamshell  
- Case Pack: 12

**QUICK TOSS 4” SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0132  
- Design featuring team logos and mascots where applicable  
- Packaged in a 12 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 24

**MINI SLUGGER**  
STYLE #0116  
- Softee Bat and ball set  
- Lightweight 13” bat and 2” ball  
- Soft feel for a kid friendly design  
- Features team logo colors  
- Packaged in Clamshell with peggable header card  
- Case Pack: 4

**BIG BOY SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0179  
- Design themed to Official MLB® baseball with team logo  
- Great for all ages  
- Bigger is better, 8” diameter  
- Screen printed, polyester filled  
- Packaged in an 8 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 8

**GRAND SLAM SOFTEE BAT AND BALL SET**  
STYLE #0738  
- Softee Wood Grain bat  
- Gives authentic look and design  
- Screen printed, polyester filled bat  
- 21” Bat and 3” Baseball  
- Packaged in a clamshell  
- Case Pack: 12

**QUICK TOSS 4” SOFTEE BASEBALL**  
STYLE #0132  
- Design featuring team logos and mascots where applicable  
- Packaged in a 12 count PDQ with hangtag  
- Case Pack: 24
MICRO HELMET STANDINGS BOARD
STYLE #0198
• Mini helmets for all 30 MLB teams
• Includes display board and stand for both regular and post season games
• Packaged in a clamshell
• Case Pack: 6

FULL BATTING SIZE REPLICA HELMET
STYLE #0190
• Featuring team logos and colors
• Includes number decals
• Packaged in a clamshell
• Case Pack: 12

ICE CREAM SIZE HELMET
STYLE #0195
• Snack helmet
• Serve your favorite ice cream in this 8 oz. mini replica helmet
• Features a flat top that keeps contents from spilling
• Packaged in bulk polybag
• Case Pack: 600

ICE CREAM/SNACK HELMET PACK
STYLE #0273
• 8 oz. helmet for your favorite frozen treat or serving snacks
• Features screen printed team logos and colors
• Packaged in 24 count retail ready PDQ
• Case Pack: 24
9 X 9 CANOPY
STYLE #0625
- Four large team logos, 2 on the top and 2 on eves
- 81 square feet of shade
- Frame: 28mm x 28mm powder coated steel frame
- Official Rawlings Patch Logo on eave
- Case Pack: 1

GAMEDAY ELITE QUAD CHAIR
STYLE #0611
- Large team logo front and back
- Powder coated black steel frame
- 600D Polyester Fabric
- Convenient shoulder strap and carry handle
- Storage bag with team logo
- Includes 1 mesh cup holder
- Dimensions: 32” H x 20.5” D x 30” W
- Case Pack: 6

24 CAN SOFT SIDED COOLER
STYLE #1020
- 24 can capacity with ice
- Two screen printed team logos
- 600D polyester material
- Antimicrobial foil liner with 8mm foam interior provides stronger structure and retains ice longer
- Packaged with hanging
- Case Pack: 6
R271MB • ADIRONDACK® • HARD MAPLE
- Length: 30”, 32”, 33”, 34”
- Wood: Hard Maple
- Profile: 271
- Barrel: Medium
- Handle: “No”

R212AB • ADIRONDACK® • ASH
- Length: 31”, 32”, 33”, 34”
- Wood: Ash
- Barrel: Large
- Handle: “No”
- Signature-style end brand for easy personalization
- Laser-engraved knob

R232AN • ADIRONDACK® • ASH
- Length: 31”, 32”, 33”, 34”
- Wood: Ash
- Barrel: Large
- Handle: “No”
- Signature-style end brand for easy personalization
- Laser-engraved knob

MLBRL
RAWLINGS MLB® REPLICA HELMET W/ENGRAVED STAND
- Replicates same on-field look as MLB® S100PC batting helmet
- Left ear flap only
- Not designed or certified for on-field use
- Intended as memorabilia/replica helmet only
- Colors: Stacked with left ear flap in all home MLB® team colors
- Team logo decals
- Non-home helmets available using MLBRL-CONFIG

R212AB-34
SIGNATURE MODEL GREAT FOR AUTOGRAPHS

R232AN-34
SIGNATURE MODEL GREAT FOR AUTOGRAPHS
Players Series™ models offer a multitude of patterns and colors which are constructed with a soft, pliable shell for easy close and control. Add the eye-catching accents, soft inner linings, and our signature Rawlings script and your young athlete has the perfect blend of style and function to kick off their career.

- Lightweight and soft leather shell for durability, shape retention and easy break-in
- Durable, all-leather lacing to maintain a well-formed pocket
- Palm and index finger padding for shock resistance
- Cushioned fingerback lining for a comfortable hand feel
- Pro-style features to maximize performance

Break-in

- Factory Player
- 100%
- 50%
- 30%
- 20%
- 10%
- 30%
- 40%
- 50%
- 60%
- 70%
- 80%
- 90%
- 100%

Select Pro Lite™

- Lightweight and soft leather shell for durability, shape retention and easy break-in
- Durable, all-leather lacing to maintain a well-formed pocket
- Palm and index finger padding for shock resistance
- Cushioned fingerback lining for a comfortable hand feel
- Pro-style features to maximize performance

Break-in

- Factory Player
- 100%
- 50%
- 30%
- 20%
- 10%
- 30%
- 40%
- 50%
- 60%
- 70%
- 80%
- 90%
- 100%

Players Series™

- Lightweight and soft leather shell for durability, shape retention and easy break-in
- Durable, all-leather lacing to maintain a well-formed pocket
- Palm and index finger padding for shock resistance
- Cushioned fingerback lining for a comfortable hand feel
- Pro-style features to maximize performance

Break-in

- Factory Player
- 100%
- 50%
- 30%
- 20%
- 10%
- 30%
- 40%
- 50%
- 60%
- 70%
- 80%
- 90%
- 100%